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Ten Cents

Queen Crowning Highlights Homecoming We eli End;
Returning Alumni To View Game, Participate In Program

arts

Homecoming festivities start tonight with the pep rally
at 7:15, followed by the third performance of . B., featuring
guest star Earle Hyman, and the Queen's Ball.
After the opening parade to the stadium, the queen and
her court will be introduced at
1 :30. The game between the undefeated Scots, and the Akron Zips
will begin at 2:00. The crowning
of Queen Betty Bea Andrews will
activities.
highlight the half-tim- e
Results of the Homecoming decorations for the sections and dormitories will also be announced.
A performance of J.B. will.be
offered in a special after-gammatinee 20 minutes after the last
whistle and then again in the evening when curtain time will be
at 8:15 p.m.
Further activities begin early tomorrow with the alumni registration at 9 a.m. From 10 to 11
students will conduct campus
tours. A special assembly for
alumni will be presented in the
chapel at 11.
e
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Washburn and Queen Betty Bea Andrews.

Queen Betty flea
by Emily Eaton
"Everyone has been so wonderful, all I can say is thank
you," smiles Queen Betty Bea. With the excitement of Homecoming week end added to plans for a February wedding,
Betty Bea feels as though she's floating a foot off the ground.

the long

Number 5

evening; ot

run-o- n

awaiting her call with more cheers
ready.
Another thrilling moment, recalls Betty Bea, came two nights
later when Fifth Section serenaded
her. Bill sang "You're the Sweetheart of Section 5." This was a
the news.
real honor, says Betty Bea, beSpecial Serenade
cause Fifth Section rarely gives a
She called Fifth Section, hop- Sweetheart Serenade.
ing to surprise her fiance, senior
Betty Bea met Bill in the spring
Bill Washburn. However, the
of her sophomore year. They were
had the news for her and were pinned in September and engaged
last July. After her wedding Betty
Bea will do her Art I.S. in Jamestown, Pa., where Bill will be foreman of the Blazon Company's
Shipping Department.
The 130 member Concert Choir,
Share Sports
under the direction of Dr. Richard
As manufacturers of jungle-gym- s
T. Gore, will entertain delegates
and other play equipment,
to a convention of the National
this company accords well with the
e
Council of Churches with a
couple's love of sports. Betty Bea
program Monday night in
basketball and
plays intra-mura- l
Cleveland.
loves golf, water-skiinand swimThe choir will sing "All Dark, ming. Bill,
of the footness Flies," from Bach's Christmas ball team, shares these interests.
Oratorio; "Psalm 93" by Schutz; "I think we'll probably buy a boat
Charles Ives' "Psalm 67;" "The before a stove!" comments Betty
Beatitudes," arranged By Dr. Bea.
Gore ; and Gretchaninoff's "Our
This week end isn't Betty Bea's
Father."
first experience with a royal posiThe Oct. 23 meeting will be the tion. She was in the Color Day
first in a four-daseries on social Court last spring and a member
welfare, featuring Abraham Ribi-cof- of a Sport's Court in High School.
Her father will escort her to the
Secretary of Health, EducaMonday
game on Saturday while Bill is
tion and Welfare, as
t
helping to defeat Akron.
mirnt s sspeaker.
elections was filled with excitement and a continual bridge
game. Most of Compton Hall
waited with their two candidates
and crowded cheering around the
phone booth when Betty Bea heard
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Choir Entertains
Council Delegates
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Lunch Tickets

Tickets for alumni and guests
for lunch, which will be served at
First Kenarden at noon and at
second Kenarden, Hoover, Bab-coc- k
and Holden at 12:30, will be
$1.03.
Dormitories will be open

Woosterites Joust
With Two Debators

sequently are denied a meal.
Vigorous opposition met the
second Senate proposal, in which
President Caldwell suggested a
at the door
system of "sign-ins- ''
for forgetful students and offered
to have the Senate assume full responsibility for policing such a
plan.
Food Service's objection stems
from the estimates that it lost
money last year totaling nearly
$2,000. Miss Graber explained
that the rigid enforcement this
year is intended to elinjinate the
presumed student cheating which
caused the deficit last year.
Reasons for System
She further pointed out that
complaints that the system
student
nigrht
makes no allowances for human
Starting Monday, Uct. 26, the
forgetfulness should be viewed
cards will be distributed in the
with the attitude that the system
dining halls and dormitories.
provides students with training'in
No "Sign-Ins- "
,and responsibility.
No agreement was reached conthat
perhaps the I.D.
Admitting
cerning the other element! of
card system provides an improve- student complaints, that of the inflexibility in situations in which MUSAIR, INC., 350 E. LIBERTY
students forget I.D. cards and sub
self-discipli-

ne

Large Majority Pledge Clubs
In Anticipation Of Future Fun
Executive Committee members
of the Inter-CluCouncil report
that 80 percent of the women interested in joining a women's club
will become members of their first
choice groups. No woman was invited to a club lower than her
third choice.
b

83 Per Cent Pledge
Of the 167 sophomores and
transfer students eligible to
pledge, 138 or 83 per cent chose
to become members. ICC President
Bev Bowie,
Nancy
Awbrey and Secretary-Treasure- r
Carol Brownfoot worked out the
final distribution giving the greatest weight to the written preferences expressed by prospective
Vice-Preside- nt

Larry Caldwell, a senior from
West Newton, Iowa, and Dale
Hoak, a junior from Huntington,
W. Va., will joust with two debaters from the Cambridge Union Society over the proposition, Resolved: that this house would rather be Red than dead.
The debate, sponsored by the
Speech Department and open to
the public, will take place in
Memorial Chapel Monday at 8:15
p.m.
The members of the Cambridge
Debating Team are Leon Brittan
and David Saunders. Mr. Brittan,
a member of the Cambridge University Conservative Association,
has written a weekly column for
the Cambridge Varsity and is now
reading law and plans to become
a

barrister-at-law-

.

Mr. Saunders, a member of the
Labor Party at Cambridge, also
wrote a weekly column for the
Varsity, has read Modern and
Medieval Languages, is now reading for a Diploma of Education
and wants to teach modern languages.
Mr. Brittan was formerly president of the Cambridge Union Society, Mr. Saunders
vice-presiden-

t.

Group Arranges Meal Exchange
by Dave Mortensen- At a meeting last Saturday student representatives reached a partial agreement with Miss Esther
Graber of Food Service, Arthur
Palmer of the College Business Office and the three Deans.
The new plan, suggested by Senate President Larry Caldwell, will
enable students to exchange coed
dining halls by presenting a card
to head waiters.
This system grants students the
opportunity to arrange the proposed switch with the responsibility for filling out the provided
cards and for presenting these
cards along with I.D. cards to
the head waiters for admission to
the dining hall on the specified

church on Sunday. Student Senate
President Larry Caldwell will
speak in Westminster at the 8:45
service. Rev. James Blackwood
will preside at the 10:30 service.
Senior Betty Johnson and junior
throughout the day. At 4:30 a
reception will be held in Compton Paul Plusquellec are in charge of
coordinating all the Homecoming
Hall.
Plenty of dancing will also be activities.
available during the Queen's Ball
Betty Bea's father, Mr. William
tonight in Babcock and the Home- R. Andrews, will escort her to the
coming dance in the gym tomor- Queen's Ball and the game while
row. The Scot clan Homecoming Bill Washburn will escort her the
theme will be carried out in large rest of the week end. Other escorts
scale decorations of tartan shields include Karl Hilgert, Jane Arndt;
and unicorns, the symbol of Scot- John Harley, Bev Bowie; Roger
land.
Chittum and Bill Nunn, Connie
Two Church Services
Copeland ; and Stu Paterson, Kitty
The week end will end with Kelly.

Senate Unearths
Several Old Bills,
Begins To Charge
The Student Senate held its annual
migration to
the WRA Cabin last Sunday.
appoint m e n t s
highlighted the business, followed
by two motions designed to alleviate the burdens placed on its budget due to Senate's recent discovery of several hidden costs.
Discovers Debts
Last week the Senate unearthed
several debts, resulting from
bills covering a multitude
of services which had never been
brought to its attention.
Among these are such items as
phone bills for the summer
months, construction bills for the
Color Day maypole, and a $100
cleaning bill for the stadium following Color Day.
In order to meet its obligations
under an expanding program of
activities, the Senate moved unanimously that it "charge 25 cents per
Dances
person for
(Homecoming, Parents' Day and
the Christmas Formal) until such
time that other means for meeting
expenses can be found."
Directory Fee
The Senate also moved unanimously to introduce a nominal
charge of 10 cents per copy for
the College Directories, which will
be distributed soon in the dormitories.
Treasurer Jay Michael explained that the Senate plans meanwhile to approach the Budget Committee of the Board of Trustees
for an increase in its allotment
from Student Activity Fees. This
will be the first such increase in
a decade.
In its final action, the Senate
approved the appointments of Al
Sorem ,and Bill Hunter to head
the Travel Bureau which arranges
transportation for the holidays.
re-organizatio-

Sub-committ-

nal

ee

ment from the business standpoint,
President Caldwell then questioned the assumption that last
year's deficit resulted from student
cheating.
Food Service bases each year's
budget on an approximated ratio
scale, presuming that a certain
number of student meals will go
uneaten.
Why Deficit?
President Caldwell pointed out
that the deficit could have resulted
from a miscalculation of the ratio
and questioned whether student
cheating necessarily explained the
total deficit. On these grounds, he
argued, the presumption of the
necessity of such rigid enforcement
to prevent cheating does not seem
tenable.
The discussion finally centered
on whether or not the improved
business methods of the I.D. card
system merit the inconvenience to
students. Dean Bricker ended the
meeting by moving that the problem be referred for solution to
a special committee of the head CLASSICAL
waiters and Miss Graber.

un-itemiz-

All-Colle-

&

club members.

The feelings about present club
members and relative club sizes
were also worked out by the three
women and Dean of Women, Mrs.
Edith Frey.
Rushing activities opened with
the club teas the first week end in
October and continued with the
rush parties the following week
end. Members of the Executive
Committee feel that the success of
the final distribution resulted from
the realistic approach taken by
both the clubs and the women following the rush parties.
Starts Wednesday
Women's club pledging begins
on Wednesday at noon and continues until 6 p.m. on Friday. The
following women will be seen
sporting the pledge outfits of their
respective clubs on the latter date.
CHI ALPHA CHI (Trumps)
Marcia Adams, Jean Blair, Mary
Coffman, Linda Crane, Carol Demi, Elizabeth DeRoode, Karen
Donaldson, Marjorie Eldridge,
Catherine Elwell, Sarah Given,
Margaret Harmon, Charlotte Hastings, Carolyn Kroupa, Betsy Bell
Leedy, Sarah Moke, Patricia 'Mot-ter- ,
Judith Nowlin, Linda Piper,
Gretchen Wilke, Susan Wilson.
DELTA DELTA RHO (Pyra-mids- )
Susanne Albrecht, Ann
Barr,
Ruth Bricker,
Pamela
Brown, Susan Callaway, Margaret
(Continued on Page Six)

FRIDAY,

OCTOBER

20

7:15 p.m. Pep Rally in
gym parking lot
8:15 p.m. Play, Scott
Auditorium
9:00 p.m. Queen's Ball,
Babcock
SATURDAY,

OCTOBER

21

9:00 a.m. Alumni
Registration
10:00-11:0- 0
a.m. Campus
Tours

1:30 p.m

Introduction of

Queen and Court
after Parade
2:00 p.m. Game with
Akron University
4:45 p.m. Play
8:15 p.m. Play
9:00 p.m. Homecoming
Dance, Gym
SUNDAY, OCTOBER

22

8:45 a.m. Church, Larry
Caldwell, president
of Student Senate
10:30 a.m. Rev. James
Blackwood

Ohio English Group

Discusses Papers
Next Saturday the Northeast
Ohio College English Group will
hold its annual meeting in Galpin

Hall.

,

The membership of this organization is composed of 20 colleges
of the Greater Cleveland, Akron
and Youngstown areas.
The meetings will be held at
and 2 p.m. The morning
session will include the discussion
of three papers written by the
faculty of these colleges. Mrs.
Marjorie Dew, Professor of English at the College of Wooster, hak
written a paper entitled "Tristram
Shandy," which will be discussed
at this session.
10 a.m.

The 100 expected guests will eat
luncheon at 12:30 and attend a tea
at the Faculty Club following the
afternoon session.
All junior and senior English
majors are invited.

ed
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POPULAR RECORDS

The Senate recently published the appointments for its

permanent
Students with questions or complaints should note the respective duties of each committee
and channel these to the respective members.
Senate Office hours for the year will be third, fourth and
fifth hours, plus 5 to 6 p.m. each day, Monday through Friday.
sub-committee-

s.

SENATE SERVICES
1. International Travel

MEMBERS

Bureau

2. Music tapes
3. Stereo and records

Dick Noble, Chm.
Nancy Bourns

4. Cardboard
5. Lights
6. Ceiling
7. Student car
PUBLICITY
1. Contact

Senators

Anna Hansel, Chm.
Carol Magill

2.- Sort mail
3. Announcements

4. Posters
SOCIAL COMMITTEE
1. Advise Veep on

Social Policy
2. Responsibility for Senate
Social Functions
3. Coordinate Council on
big name bands
WOOSTER RELATIONS
--

2.
3.

4.
5.
OFF-CAMP-

US

Tom Gruen, Chm.
Skip Baker
Carol Magill
1

AFFAIRS

Coordination of
key lectures
2. Mail requests
1.

'

Faculty Administration
relations
Thank you notes
Complaints
Academic Board
Coffee Hour

1.

Mike Tierney, Chm.
Claudia Robinson
Pat Townsend
Anna Hansel

Tim Tilton, Chm.
Doug Worthington
Pete Griswold

j
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On behalf of the student body, faculty and administration the members of the Voice staff welcome alumni and
friends of the college to the. Scots' Homecoming festivities.
We hope the week end is as exciting and as much fun
for you as we know it will be for us, the students.

In keeping with its annual custom, Monday night the
Men's Association Council will decide whether or not to hold
a Serenade Contest this year.
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CRITICISM LIMITED
CRITICISM UNLIMITED
by Dave Mortensen
by David Newby
In his news conference last
" prefer freedom with danger
week, President Kennedy once
to servitude with tranquility"
the dan- Thomas Jefferson again focused attention on
rs involved in excessive bi
In any discussion on the role partisan criticism ot ioreign
of responsible criticism in the policy. His plea for outward unity
American government, the above in matters proceeding "beyond the
alternative must be central ; in water's edge" drew the inevitable
this case the choice is between the histrionic objections from the press
individual civic responsibility of and various elements within the
reflective discrimination and col- opposition party. The conscientilective, blind, unthinking accept- ous citizen must, however, realize
ance of national policies or politi- that reckless criticism or political
cal cliches. To remain in the
do present real and
democratic tradition we must insidious dangers to our national
choose the former.
security.
Prime necessities in a popular
Political,
or ex
democracy are freedom of ex- cessive partisan criticism of the
pression and availablity of per- Administration's handling of fortinent information on which the eign affairs, seems just another of
people may base judgments of those theoretically unfair but practheir national leaders and polic- tically accepted political customs.
ies. On both points the United In its classic form, the phenom
States is deficient.
enon allows the opposition to disMost of our newspapers and sect and to dismember not only
news magazines are tragically the administration's program, but
lacking in objectivity and conflict its motives and alleged intelligence
of opinion; many individuals, as well.
whether in private life or governIn its worst form, the critical
ment service, are frantically try- party can devastatingly pounce up- ing to revive the ghost of Joe Mc- on any glaring aaminisirauon
Carthy (in the name of
blunders, while it recognizes any
and national security) to workable ideas as only qualified
restrict basic freedoms of expres- successes.
sion.
Nothing to Lose
Responsible Criticism
In other words, the tendency to
Responsible criticism demands make hay" is difficult to resist, for
that as little secrecy prevail as the critical party has nothing to
our rather esoteric "national se- lose and everything to gam.
Accepted political reality or not,
curity" permits. Furthermore, as
comes at a danger
John Stuart Mill states, "All
silencing of discussion is an as- ous price in the United States tosumption of infallibility. Its con- day. To view the present cold war
demnation may be allowed to rest as a mere game of words is to
on this common argument . . . " succumb to the most dangerous
In spite of these unnecessary lack of vision. The current issues
but real restrictions on the mater- in the conflict Laos, Cuba, Berlin,
ials of criticism, it still serves a nuclear testing represent but various fronts in a very real struggle
basic and vital purpose.
Public expression exists essen- for national identity.
Just as no bargaining group
tially on two levels. Popular disapproach a negotiation
would
y
issues and
cussion on
the currently popular public opin- table without a united front, neiision polls count for little in deter- ther can this country approach
the
world
opinion
sues in
eyes of
mining our national policies.
without
a united, solid program.
The public not only lacks esOne must deal from unity. An
sential information, but it is slow
unsupported program would
to consolidate and articulate its equally
endanger our security by
views. Many pressing issues of the
tempting the Communist bloc to
day demand swift yet responsible
misjudge our firmness on specific
executive action which cannot wait
issues. We must either demonstrate
for public opinion to crystallize.
eventually that we are not bluffing
The People's Influence
or continue to submit to the indigYet far more important than nity of not being taken seriously.
y
No administration, obviously,
criticism based on
events is the influence the Ameri can pretend or expect to have all
can people wield through the more the answers.
On the other hand, in times of
general climate of opinion their
fundamental beliefs about Ameri duress, the road taken is the one
to follow. Surely the importance
ca and mankind.
of
beliefs
moving dynamically in the right
based
Criticism
on these
direction outweighs the insipid
is quite valid and
For example, is there not a con disorganization o f never-endintradiction in our invasion of Cuba indecision.
Certainly one cannot suggest the
and our national dedication to the
and limitation of freedom of expresprinciple of
the U.N. Charter, or our support sion, nor can one call any program
of rightist dictators while avow- inviolately correct. But the need
edly standing for economic and for responsible criticism in political circles and the need for resocial progress i
In this conflict between ideality sponsible judgment of criticism by
and "reality," criticism and "na- the public never have appeared
tional unity," let us not forget more imperative to the formulation of effective foreign policy.
our basic ideals.
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the stork brought you."

For only some of the sections to participate in the contest deprives the event of its tradition and its spirit. Preparing
the contest requires a sacrifice of time for the major portion
of the male students. It is just this fact which creates the
atmosphere surrounding "that Friday night."
We suggest that the Council obtain a pledge of participation from all the sections before voting Monday evening.
As to the final decision of having or not having the Serenade
Contest, we feel the MA can best decide via their experience.
If the vote is yes we trust all eight sections will mount
the risers next May 4.
all-colle-

ge

Matches Quality Of Medea, Students Pay 56.9
Miss Braham Superb As Sarah

J.B.

by Jim McGavran

A complaint often heard around
the campus is directed against the

rising costs of adventures in education. Some of us find the inby Jim Holm
creases in room and tuition more
Not since Medea has the Little Theatre presented a play of the quality of J.B, And not of an adventure in financing,
since Jan Borgia has any Wooster audience witnessed the talent with which Jeanne Braham though this attitude is mundane
portrayed "Sarah." Nonetheless, the play did not completely transcend the level of a col- and smacks of a most
concern with tangibles.
lege production.
un-Wooster--

ian

,

The initial tension of impending
disaster was carried to a beautiful
.
.
1!
ana strongly emouonai cnmax
when Sarah said, "curse God and
die." Yet, at this point where the
author wishes to continue to build
to the climax of his own thought,
the play relaxed and the audience
s
received with disinterest
comments on human suf
fering. The full impact of Mac- Leish's drama was, unfortunately,
lost in the suffering of J. B. and
his family.
The basic element which was to
carry through the play to Mac- Leish s climax, where it is apparent that neither Satan nor God
has really won, was the faith of
1

1

1

--

Wooster now costs about $300
has found new acting abilities and more a year than it did
just two
tain this faith that the play failed presented his best performance. years ago, so we take
a shallow
to reach its intended climax. It And William Campbell, in his view of things, and
complain.
was not consistently strong.
several supporting parts, was exWe tend to forget that the fees
During the Thanksgiving Day cellent.
we
pay do not nearly cover the
dinner, J. B.'s faith seemed very

J.B. It

was in the failure to sus-

naive and shallow and did not,
foreshadow the strength which
would keep him from cursing God.
Perhaps this was only a cold Wed
nesday night, for in the next few
scenes J. B., John Weckesser, was
very strong, and we knew that he
would not curse Go.

Hyman Lifts Play

total cost of our education. According to records in the Treasurer's office, each student pays
only 56.9 per cent of his year's
expenses himself, the rest being
paid by the College.

It is the mere presence of Earle
Hyman and the superb acting of
Jeanne Braham which lift the play
above an average college drama.
The strength and depth of feeling
with which Jeanne portrays This figure is kept
approxi"Sarah" is seldom found in a
mately
the
same from year to year,
college production. Each of her
the
so
student
is asked but to do
No Part Insignificant
tragic losses is keenly felt throughhis
in
part
defraying
the rapidly
The crux of the problem lay out the audience.
rising costs of education.
not, however, in John Weckesser,
f.B.,
as a play, is well worth
but in the small, transitional and
Where does the College get
seeing. Guest star, Earle Hyman,
seemingly insignificant parts. For is
a joy to watch in his role as money to pay the remaining 43.1
no part, large or small, was inZeus. It would be interesting to per cent of our expenses? These
significant.
spend one night carefully noting funds come from endowment fund
The major parts were played his every facial expression or income, gifts and smaller sources
by Ron Eggleston
with the usual Wooster quality. slight movement. Although the such as the Bookstore and the stuWilliam Thompson, always Wil- play belongs in a Unitarian Sem- dent union.
liam Thompson, played Nickles inary, with Jeanne Braham and
The College is not a money-hungr- y
Not too long ago, I went to the with the
needed bitterness and Earle Hyman J.B. will remain
ogre, then, but rather a
movies (that's the place people
cynicism. John Weckesser, as J. B., one of Wooster's best productions. paying partner in our education.
went before all the good cartoons
were on TV) to see "The Naked
Spaceman Who Sank the 0. K. Scot Forum
Corral." I soon discovered that
the title had absolutely nothing
to do with the picture.
The story begins as an angry,
young teenager (played by Frank
T"
.1
TEAM SAYS THANKS
getner because we are molded as OPio ine
ixntor:
Sinatra) is running away from his
a team a team with a framework
To
the
Editor:
split-leveI
in
home
am
suburban
now working at the library
To the students, faculty and of excellent coaching and a burn- at the University of California at
Scarsdale. He feels rejected being desire to win, a team with Berkeley,
cause his parents have cut down administration, the men of the
and I thought vou misrht
backers
and
loyal
who
supporters
Scots"
"Fighting
We
thanks.
be interested in this editorial from
say
his allowance to $100 per week.
to Flor- were overjoyed to see four buses dety nasty weather conditions and their daily newspaper, The Daily
After driving his
ida, he joins a scuba diving crew of Wooster students and the Scot migrate in mass to help keep their Califorian.
team together and to help push
who are helping the government band arrive at Deed's field to give
It's an indication that there's
them on to victory.
locate enemy subs in the Gulf. The us moral and spiritual support.
unrest even on the most liberal
To see so many Woosterians at
One Student Body
leader of the divers (Wally Cox)
campuses (2:30's are permitted)
is actually a Communist spy. The the game gives each member of
We are associated with each and though the situations aren't
other two (Jerry Lewis and "Tex the team a sort of mental uplifting other, students, faculty and ad- exactly alike, it's
an opinion exRitter) quickly befriend young to accompany his game prepara- ministration. We
pressed
by
the
of
many
us while we
represent
tion.
Frank.
school physically, mentally were living under the limitations
same
We, "The Fighting Scots," say
lhings really start to move
and spiritually. We are one body (understatement) of college rules.
thanks
for your loyal support at
when, after a month, Frank's par
in slightly different roles and
Mary Ann Wells '61
ents (Elizabeth Taylor and Elvis the Denison game.
A Coed's Witching Hour
When we are on our opponents' statuses at particular times.
Presley) realize he is gone beWe
who
play and enjoy the
line and we hear a zeal"Quick! Quick! the girl says to
cause their bar supplies haven't
great
of
game
ous
football
and
the
undying
have
shout
her
boy friend, Get me home! The
run out. They hire an ex-Fit gives us an opportunity to represent Wooster reason? Lockout!
agent (Steve Reeves) to find their
added incentive to push forward, College in a full capacity-phy- sical
son.
"Acording to two
r
ly, mentally and spirituAfter a chase that leads through to execute our plays vigorously
old girls who live in UniverCentral Europe, Ceylon, Green- and effectively, to block with our ally in the classroom and on the sity approved residences, lockout
land and San Francisco's China- learned techniques and skills and gridiron.
regulations are based on the pretown, the spy is exposed and Frank to run expediently and agilely unUnfortunately, when on the mise that men are fundamentally
is located. Before he returns home, til we cross the goal line and the gridiron our spirit needs a boos- untrustworthy.
he marries a
old widow score board registers a glorious ter shot and uplift. When our line"We are legally adult, say the
(Tuesday Weld) whom he met on six points.
men, are getting their share of girls, so why should ge be forced
In the same way, when our op- bumps and our backs' alertness is
the Riviera.
to abide by rules designed for
line wearing down, we need something
I would have enjoyed the pic ponents are on our
children?
Lockout rules are priture a lot more if the only other and seem destined for six points, to start the adrenalin flowing marily geared to die level of
person in the theatre, who was a loud and meaningful
again.
sophistication and maturity of
seem to be enough
sitting in front of me, had removed
That something is you the stu- freshmen and sophomores.
spark to help us explode with omher hat.
dent, the faculty and the adminis"We leave open the question of
inous alertness, undaunting charge
tration.
how representative these opinions
and effectual tackling.
You
booster
are
our
shot,
are of college women. Instead we
our
Yes, your support helps and we
Continue
uplift.
to
make
manifest take up the issues raised by these
know that you are there.
Each day, Coach Shipe gives us .your moral and spiritual support. rebels against living group reguMonday, October 23:
lation conformity.
Recognition Day.
a thought for the day. The one Continue to shout
and
And con"Restrictive lockout clauses have
which holds most in our minds
Tuesday, October 24:
tinue
to
Woossing
and
the
play
long been associated with the conDr. Kindsvatter.
reads like this:
cern of college administrators for
Thursday, October 26:
"Getting together was a begin ter fight song.
Once again "The
Fighting the sexual
The Wooster Concert Choir, un ning,
and morals
der the direction of Dr. Gore, will
Keeping together was progress, Scots" say thanks for your sup- of their protected girls.
Working together is victory." . port.
present several selections.
"At this particular University,
Your team,
We got together. We will keep
Friday, October 27:
there is a different reason for
Women pledge skits, no chapel. together, and we will work to- The Fighting Scots
lockout provisions, according to
Mac-Leish'-

.

.

Egg Nods

Scot Team Members Thank Student Body For Support
wooster Grad Jells Of Unrest About Rules At Berkley

--
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Go-Scots-G-
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twenty-one-yea-

65-ye-

Published weekly by the students of the College of Wooster during the
school year. Opinions expressed in editorials and features are those of the
students and should not be construed as representing administration policy.
Member of the Associated Collegiate Press and the Ohio College Newspaper
Association. Entered as second class matter in the Post Office, Wooster, Ohio.
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The voting division once again is close. However, a
new twist has been added this year. Some sections are considering withdrawing from the Contest even if the MA
renews the song fest.
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Laddie Tells Of Clan's Heritage,
Traces MacLeod Plaid To Wooster

MA Council

by Hal Lehman
True Hisorie of One, Sammy Scotsman, who hating been
from His Inception wholly Allied with the Clansman Spirit,
now Reviews those Origins from which He Sprang; Newly
written from the Notes in his own Hand complete and unA

abridged)
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PATRONIZE

Studies

OUR

Fate Of Serenade

;:

ADVERTISERS

The eight section representatives and freshman representative
to the Men's Association will hold
a crucial vote Monday night to
decide the fate of this year's seren-

'

The One Stop
Coin Operated
Laundry

ade contest.

'20, with having first used the
term "Scots" to designate the
intrepid Wooster teams. Students,
friends of the'college and especially sports writers found the nickname congenial and have used it
ever since.

come a member of the Clan MacLeod Society of America, Inc., and
receives both a newsletter and the

MacLeod Magazine periodically.
Clan MacLeod itself is descend
ed from Leod, son of Olave the
Black, and brother of Magnus,
King of the Isle of Man, who
flourished in the 13th century. Sir
Reginald, the 24th chief, was the
last of the male line when he died
in 1935. However, his daughter,
Dame Mora MacLeod, is recognized as Chief of the Clan.

Fred Cruickshank, '35, was the
first Index editor to adopt a plaid
cover design. He swathed the
volume fore and aft with MacLeod
tartan cloth, and followed a Scottish theme throughout. The plaid
was NOT yellow and black, but
rather the hunting tartan of MacLeod which has a green ground
Her ancestral home, Dunvegan
with wide blue and black bands Castle, on the Isle of Skye, was
crossing red and yellow
the center of a world-wid- e
Mac
Leod reunion in 1953. Dame Flora
Ties between the Highland and came to the United States in the
visit
the hills of Wooster were further fall of 1951 for an
the
with
descendants of
MacLeods.
strengthened by the adoption of
MacLeod tartan kilts for the Among those invited to the reunion
marching band. This particular in Scotland was Boy Scout Troop
plaid was chosen merely because No. 28 in Canton, Ohio. The troop
it approximated the old Wooster had asked, and received permission
to adopt the MacLeod plaid as its
colors black and gold.
official colors.
The Scottish costume was proUpon learning of the intended
vided for the band through the
visit
to this area, the College exgenerosity of Birt Babcock, '94,
tended
an invitation to Dame Flora
who also provided the college with
a senior women's dormitory. By to come to Wooster and see the
coincidence one evening, Babcock use of the plaid. However the visit
was seated at dinner beside Stan- did not materialize and the Col
ley Davis, the current band direc- lege to this day uses the tartan, to
tor. Overhearing discussion of the our best knowledge, without Dame
old style band uniforms and their r lora s official cognizance.
execrable condition, Babcock ofAt least one member of the
fered to underwrite the cost of clan has gone to school at Woosnew band uniforms for the college. ter. Florence Macleod was gradu
Mr. Davis seized this opportun- ated in 1955.
ity and, with the Wooster tradition
the Clan has as its motto,
in mind, ordered kilts from Scot- "Mums ahenus esto," or "Be thou
land for the entire band. Mr. Bab- a brazen wall." The legend at the
cock was as good as his word top of the crest reads, Hold fast.
and the first shipment was sent on
resident iruman is
former
its way in 1939.
those
wearing the tartan.
among
Hopes were slightly dashed with An unidentified friend sent him
the news that German submarines a kilt fashioned from Clan Mac
had torpedoed the ship carrying Leod plaid.
the kilts. However another conThe Admissions Office reports
signment found its was to Woos- that the class of '66 will have two
ter and in 1940 the kiltie band Macleods within its membership.
was a reality. For 22 football Twin girls, Maxine and Marty,
seasons these uniforms have served are seniors at Shreve High School
the marching band and other and already well versed in the
groups, such as the Men o' Mac- delicate arts of bagpiping and the
Leod.
traditional drinking of claret from
Officially the College has be a bull horn.
over-check- s.

11-we-

ek

A

close vote is expected with the
final outcome hinging on the de,
n
20 WASHERS
iiiiiiiiiiinnni n
iniir nmn
cisions of two representatives.
10 DRYERS
New Practice House Organ
The MA voted last year to reHEAVY DUTY WASHER
new the serenade tradition after
it was rejected for 1956-60- .
EXTRACTOR
MA President senior Dave WalDRY CLEANING MACHINE
The Herman Schlicker Co. of Buffalo delivered and lace also announced the following
AMPLE PARKING IN REAR
fall pledges:
installed a new organ in the practice house this fall.
Second Louis E. Black, Frank
It Is New-C- lean
The organ has four ranks (sets of pipes) which are Brownstead, James McFarland,
and Complete
unified into 15 stops. The old practice organ had only three Les Rodriquez.
Third John Braden, Alan Har-leranks.. Another noteworthy feature
OPEN 24 HOURS
Bruce Weinert and Charles
of the new organ is that the motor
MUTILATE
is completely silent.
Furman.
It has been installed in rooms
Fifth Al Johnson.
THE
7 and 9 of the practice house. The
Seventh Dave Vermeulen and
partition between the two rooms
Earl
Walker.
AKRON ZIPS!
348 East Liberty Street
was removed so that the students
Eighth Colin MacKinnon.
can hear the true sound of the
organ and so that there will be
ample space for students with
other instruments to practice with
the organ.
The new organ will have a life
of much use ahead. Practice needs
of organ students will require it
"Thirty-Tw- o
Years of
to be used as much as 12 hours
1929-196- 1
per day.
One of the more famous SchIn an old inn in England, where he sought refuge from the chill of a winter's
licker organs in the United States
night, a weary traveler wrote the following poem on one of the inn's frosty
is in the enormous chapel at Valwindow panes:
paraiso University at Valparaiso,
"Whoever has traveled life's dull round,
Ind. The chapel seats 3,000.
Where 'ere his stages may have been,
Some of the more notable
May sigh to think he has found
Schlicker organs in Ohio are in
His warmest welcome at an Inn."
Wittenberg University in SpringLong a common stop on the stage routes in olden days, the Inn was rediscovered
field, St. Mark's Lutheran church
1929 and converted by Mr. and Mrs. Paul Reining and family to today's use,
In
in Fremont and Grace Episcopal
making it one of the oldest inns in Ohio.
church in Sandusky.
--

The roots of
tradition lie deep in bygone ages of history, according to compendious information
drawn from the secret diaries of early Wooster coeds. The
more trustworthy Alumni Office files credit Arthur Murray,
Wooster-Scottis- h
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Conservatory Installs Schlicker Organ
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WERNER'S
Duds in Suds

Chicken Dinner Capital of the World
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Unretouchsd time exposure shows Echo I communications satellite (lono line)
crossing the heavens right to left. Shorter lines are stars "in motion."

...

range from the reaches of space

g

Shoe
For business or casual wear,

Bristols get the call! Young

go like their
styling and sensible prices!

men

on

the

4 to 13

Sizes

Widths A to

D
I

$10.99

I

"
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Our job is providing communications
of all kinds, wherever needed -- whether
in the northern snows to flash word of
possible enemy missile attack, or in your
home or college, or in serving the

Now see all the
smart patterns in our

ILLUSTRATED.

nation's business.

COLLEGIATE

Dress shoe LOOK...
moccasin FEEL!

A raster Shoes
"The Finest In Men's Shoe Fashions"
f

,v A

M hH

to the depths of the sea

You've seen them in SPORTS

SHOP

Me mtUt. S1h

,..?r

I

When we can't fill a need off the shelf,
then we start fresh and create the answer
to the problem. We've done that hundreds of times.
We began transatlantic radiotelephone
service in 1927. Then we developed the

Actual undersea photo of telephone cable off coast of Florida.

world's first undersea telephone cables
to speed calls between continents.

transmit mountains of data at extremely
high speeds.

We handled the world's first telephone
conversation via satellite. And we have
started development of an important
world-wid- e
communications system employing satellites.

And so it goes-Lo- ng
Distance service,
Direct Distance Dialing, the Transistor,
the Solar Battery- -a succession of firsts
which goes back to the invention of the

When industry and government needed
a way of gathering huge amounts of
coded information from distant points,
we were ready with our vast telephone
which can
network and Data-Phon-

Universal communications-t- he
finest,
most dependable anywhere-a- re
what we
deliver. Inside: for home, office, or plant.
Outside: on land, under the sea, through
the air.

e,

telephone itself.

ELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
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Players Cite Faults, Fortunes Of Game Victors Of Thursday's Football Game

wm poihts

Head For Kenarden Intramural Title

by Bryan Jeffreys

by Steve Dawson
men got their touchdown on a pass
In last Saturday's game with Denison several members
from Ken Hook to Dave Carpenby Phil Brown
of the Scot football team were considered as outstanding in Yesterday Third met Seventh ter.
on Andrews Field in a battle for
their contributions to the game. Unfortunately" four of the undisputed possession of first
In other games First beat Fourth
Few competent observers (as most sports fans like to
;
Football
the
Kenarden
Fourth beat Eighth
in
be
contacted
place
interview.
could
for an
members
not
Scot vicLeague. As of last Tuesday, Third Fifth picked up their Fourth vic call themselves) who witnessed last Saturday's
Those who were interviewed
and Seventh both possessed un- tory against First; and senior John tory over Denison were ready to blame impotent offenses for
were: sophomores Guy DiCicco the first bounced off the opponent's defeated records. Close behind Hulls
scored three touchdowns as the
affair.
and Joe Ferrante, juniors Doug hip and he caught it. On the secand
loss
Second
with
Sixth
the
were
dropped
one
Rather, credit went to two rugged defensive units which
Hole and Reggie Williams and ond the Denison man did not come
Frosh.
s
Fifth with two losses.
lance
free
forcing
out,
a
pass
frosh John Rose and Jim Webber.
revived the old adage about the best offense being a good
hands.
his
which
in
was
Third
five
number
victory
got
Itnocked
the
Second
from
Sixth
The players were asked three
defense.
14-1- 2;

12-0-

3-- 0

low-scorin-

Off-Camp-

questions:
(1) What did you think was the
key play of the game?
(2) Who, in your opinion,
made the outstanding contribution
from our team?
(3) What were the mistakes
which we made which might have
cost us the game?
DiCicco thought that there were
several outstanding plays: Deni-son'- s
fumble on the one yard line,
Doug Hole's punt return, the first
down made before junior Jerry
Emmons' field goal and the field
goal itself.
As for the outstanding contribution, he felt that it was made by
senior Bill Washburn for keeping
the offense going or by Williams
defensive play.
for his
DiCicco's evaluation of our mistakes coincided with that of the
other men interviewed. These were
too many fumbles, penalties and
missed assignments.
Ferrante felt that Denison's
fumble on the one yard line which
Wooster recovered was the key
play. The outstanding contribution
was the defensive team which held
Denison to minus two yards rushing during the second half. The
pass covered 42 yards; Denison
lost 44. Also he felt that Jerry Emmons played exceptionally well.
When asked about the two
passes he intercepted, he said that
all-aroun-

d

.

Doug Hole felt that there was
no key play. The game was a
team effort and the defense did a
good job of getting the ball for
the offense. As for the outstanding
contribution, he felt that the field
goal by Emmons deserved special
mention.

and Dougranks of the undefeateH with a against Douglass 26-In an era which emphasizes longests, highests and big- lass
also lost to Seventh 18-- for
12-victory. Sixth's first touchgests", football has not escaped the emphasis on offense at the
down was scored on a pass from Seventh's, sixth victory.
expense of defense. Fans demand it and successful coaches
sophomore quarterback Butch Stu-de- r
STANDINGS
please anxious alumni with spectacular offensive statistics.
to sophomore Lou Ellen.
0,

,

6

6

In the closing minutes of the
second half with the score tied
Sixth was forced to punt. JunHe commented that when he in- ior Marty Manning fumbled the
tercepted the Denison pass the kick and it rolled into the end
team exDected it and that his re- - zone where Sixth's senior John
action was almost automatic. When Hulls fell on it for the winning
forced out of bounds, he remem touchdown.
bered stepping on a dog.
Seventh virtually ended Fifth's
with a 14-1- 2
victory to
Webber felt that the Denison title hopes
In
defeat.
Fifth
their
second
give
fumble recovered by Joe Ferrante
the
most exciting games
one of
was the outstanding play and by
the year Seventh tied the score
of
doing this Ferrante made the outwith less than a minute to
standing contribution.
play. Seventh's first score came
Williams felt that the key play on a pass from junior Mike Sma-ther- s
to senior Ken Kauffman.
was the field goal. The biggest
contribution was made by the deThe tying touchdown was a pass
fensive team and Emmons.
play to sophomore George Davis.
6--

6,

12-1- 2

When questioned about his
fumble recoveries, he commented
that the team is taught to grab for
a fumble when they see it and that
this was his reflex action.
John Rose felt that the key play
was stopping Denison on the one
yard line. The outstanding contributions were Jerry Collins by
preventing a touchdown and the
ruggedness of the defense. Collins
caught the receiver from behind,
thus preventing the TD.

g

us

Seventh
Third
Second

Fifth
Fourth
Sixth
Eighth

;

Douglass
Off-Camp-

us

W
6
5
4
4
..
2
3
2
:

.1

Frosh

.. 1

First

1

Undoubtedly, offense is more exciting than defense but
battles such as the one at Granville are satisfying interludes.
A glance, at the statistics shows how tough the defensive
units were. Wooster gained 169 yards rushing in 61 carries
for an average of 2.7 yards per try while through the air, the
Scots passed twice.
The Big Red gained 72 yards in 52 carries for an average of 1.4. As a further emphasis of the Scots' rugged defense,
Denison gained 74 yards rushing in the first half and 2 in
the second. Denison completed six passes, three of them for
"gains ' of 2, 2 and 5 yards. The other three were good for
7, 10 and 42 yards.
In the matter of ball giveaways Denison bobbled twice
in diametrically opposite situations. The first came with second down and goal to go on the Scot one yard line. Sophomore Joe Ferrante pounced on this one to avert a certain score.
The second Big Red fumble occurred on their own seven
yard line and was picked up by Jim Webber. The Scots were
unable to capitalize on this break.
Wooster fumbled six times, losing four of them. Only
great defense can shut out a team which recovers four of its
opponents' fumbles. That six of the game's eight fumbles
were recovered by the respective defenses is another indication of defensive alertness.
The Scot defense also came through three times with
pass interceptions, two by Ferrante and one by Doug Hole.
Scot Coach Phil Shipe claims an intercepted pass is worth 80
yards so the defense picked, up 240 yards with its pass inter--

Freshman Women
Vote For Officers

--

--

--

Results of the recently-ru- n
elections for freshman officers of the
WSGA are as follows: Sally Mum-ma- ,
member-at-largof the Administrative Board; Carol Fuller,
to the AdministraFifth's touchdowns were scored by representative
tive Board ; and Nancy Teagarden,
senior Mike Miller and junior Ron
Board member.
Judicial
Cinniger. When time ran out, Fifth
One major project of the WSGA
was on Seventh's five yard line.
concerns
smoking and will be
In tie games the extra points are
by the committee on smokrun off. Fifth failed twice to score
and Seventh scored on a pass to ing headed by senior Linda
George Davis to win the game.
The committee will look into
In a game against the
Frosh, senior Howie Sales the smoking situation in the dormeither ran or passed for all of itories in an attempt to accommoEighth's touchdowns as they pick- date the wishes of smokers and
ed up. an 18-- victory. The fresh- This effort is caused by the in- ceptions.
So it's hats off to a defensive team which doesn't get all
creased violation of smoking rules.
One of the changes already in ef- the glamour or press notices that go to the big offensive thrust
fect is the conversion of the sec but often turns defeat to victory.
ond floor Babcock lounge into a
smoker.
e

con-ducte-

d

Lam-berge-

Off-Camp-

6

r.

us

non-smoker- s.

Scot Women Place Second In Regatta

&fr aboutyow
confeimce

latelyp
You:
Why the gold bars?

Future
'

X

:'J
w-i-i

'

j
.M

Youx

You're needed . . . just as your father and grandfather
were. It's an obligation that a lot of qualified college
men have to meet. If we don't...

You:

All right. But what can I do for the Air Force?
Future You;
The Air Force needs college trained men and women
as officers. This is caused by the rapidly advancing
technology that goes with hypersonic air and space
flight. Your four years of college have equipped you
to handle complex jobs.

You:
Say I was interested... how can I get to be an officer?

Future Youx

The committee hopes to have
The Scot Sailing Team got cold
questionnaires and open meetings
and wet last week end as the lasin the dormitories this semester.
sies competed in the Ohio WoAnother major project of the
Championships held at
WSGA is being administered by men's
Yacht Club near Ohio
the hours committee under senior
Wesleyan University.
Janet Errickson.
Although two Comets and a
The committee plans to explore Penguin had already capsized
the possibilities of a sliding scale earlier in the morning, the collegi-ate- s
for late pers on week ends and of
went ahead with their regatta,
increased student responsibility.
undaunted by blustering winds
The WSGA will run an employ and driving rains.
Wooster Second
ment service for students desiring
took first place,
Wesleyan
Ohio
baby-sittinjobs catering,
typing
in second
Wooster
with
coming
and cleaning. For those interested,'
more information will be posted in and Ohio State placing third. Representing Wooster in "A" division
dormitories.
were skipper Mary Lou Williams
Senior Debbie Dunfield is in with Carole Clarke crewing.
charge of the baby-sittinservice;
Freshman Jean Mulder skipjunior Kay Harris, the typing pered "B" division for Wooster
service; and junior Kitty Wigman, with Ruth Long as her crew. Jean
the catering and cleaning service. tied for "B" division high point
The WSGA will offer its usual skipper honors and brought home
services in the kitchens, sewing a suitable trophy.
Oberlin Invitational
room, television rooms and laun
Following a week end of rest
dries. It will also continue to sponsor its Greek girl, Theodora Miha-lia- , this coming Saturday and Sunday,
and plans to purcahse her a the Sailing Scots are looking forward to attending the Oberlin In
sewing machine.
Lea-therli-

vitational together with Baldwin-Wallac- e
University and John

ps

Scot Lassies Head
Masquerade Dance
"Hillbilly Homecoming" will be
the theme of the annual Sadie
Hawkins Dance next Friday night
from 9 to 12 p.m. in the gym.

g,

Tom Margitan's band will play
and intermission entertainment
will feature the crowning of the
Dogpatch king and the awarding
of prizes for the best costumes.
Women may obtain tickets from
the Ad board representatives in the
dormitories, according to dance
chairman Merry Lomas. Committee chairmen are: Mady Boland,
cleanup ; Nancy Cunningham,
chaperones: Maida Mcllroy, decorations; Sally McConnell, entertainment; Mitzie Miller, refreshments ; and Janice Terry,

g

You know about Air Force ROTC and the Air Force
Academy. Then there's the navigator training pro
gram. You've probably heard about Officer Training
School... where the Air Force takes certain college
graduates, both men and women, and commissions
them after three months of training.

NddeUi

Bring Your Family to
"A Wonderful Family Restaurant"

You:
Starting salary is important What about that?

Future

Youx

e
allowances, free medi
Add it up. Base pay,
cal and dental care, retirement provision, perhaps
flight pay. You don't have to be an eco major tosee
it adds up to an attractive package.
tax-fre-

You:
I've been thinking about getting my Master's.

FutureYoux
As an officer you can apply for the Air Force Institute
of Technology. At no cost, and while on active duty
some officers may even win their PhJD. degrees.

You:
Tell me more.
That's the job of your local Air Force Recruiter.
Or write to Officer Career Information, Dept.

SC110, Box 7608, Washington 4, D.C., if you

want further information about the navigator
training or Officer Training School programs.
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There's a place for
professional achievement in the

U.S. Air Force
115 SOUTH WALNUT STREET
1
BLOCK WEST OF SQUARE
TURN SOUTH

PINK BUILDING
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Soccer Men Edge
Hiram, Drop Only
Home Game, 3

G1DuDgDudO

5--

by Pete Flournoy

by Dick Prince

A

victorious Wooster soccer
squad trounced Hiram last week,
4-g
It was the
Scots' first win of the young season. George Browne scored two of
the goals, while Perry Hicks and
Pete Parry each kicked one.

After taking Denison
Saturday to spoil the Homecoming plans of the Big Redthe
Scots will face Akron University here at Severance Stadium hoping to keep their HomeAkron Zips.
coming plans from being similarly spoiled by the red-ho- t
Akron has a
record to date, having lost their opener to a tough Wittenberg team,
3-- 0

3-- 1

,

Lose Ball on Fumble

LePage Leads Two

40-yar- d

the second plav of the
game, Wooster lost the ball on a
fumble to Denison, who promptly
marched by steady driving to the
Wooster five yard line before they
lost the ball on downs. A five
yard penalty en route hurt the
I5ig Red.
Later action in the first quarter
turned out to be of little note,
as the Scots were unable to stage
an advance after sophomore Joe
Ferrante intercepted a Denison
pass.
Later in the quarter a Scot
drive was hurt by a fumble and
culminated in an unsuccessful
field goal attempt.
After Denison took the ball fol
lowing the attempt, they were
forced to punt, but had the ball
again 47 yards closer to the
Wooster goal after they recovered
a Scot fumble.
Ihe Big Ked then began a
penalty
drive, aided by a
ended
Scots,
which
the
against
only when terrante pounced on
a Denison fumble on Wooster's
one-yarline.
On

15-yar-

hese breaks, however.
Late in the third quarter the
Scots, led mainly by sophomore
Guy DiCicco and freshman Jim
webber, began to move aided by
short but steady gains.
With the game then in the last
quarter and facing a fourth down
situation on the Denison 12, junior
erry Emmons booted a field goal
o produce the only score of the
game.
After this the game was mostly
a seesaw battle, neither team coming dangerously close to the othgain for the
er's goal. A
Big Red on a
d
gain rushing
pass and a
by junior Jet Turner proved uneventful in the long run.

d

d

Keep from Scoring
Wooster couldn't advance the
ball after this break, but it kep
Denison from scoring and they
never came nearer a score again
Slightly past the midpoint
the second quarter Ferrante made
his third brilliant play of the day
nabbing another Denison pass and
returning it 20 yards. But the
Scots, once more held by the defense of the Big Red, were unable
to advance and resorted to punt
mg.
After this punt, however, came
a quirk similar to one which happened earlier to Denison's benefit.
A Denison man fumbled the ball
after receiving the punt; Wooster
recovered on Denison's
line. Unable to move, the Scots
tried a field goal, which was unsuccessful.
Two Wooster drives in the third
quarter ended in the loss of the
ball on a fumble and an unsuccessful field goal attempt, respectively. A stiff Scot defense held
the Big Red from capitalizing on
8-ya-

rd

Long-to-Osborn-

e

34-yar-

Long Pushed Back

Late in the game, however,
.
1
1
t
Denison tound tnemseives in
Wooster territory. But they did
not stay long, as quarterback Long
was pushed back 22 yards in three
plays by the scrappy defense of
the Scots..
The game ended for all prac
tical purposes as junior Doug Hole
intercepted Long s final pass at
tempt. The final score: Wooster 3,
Denison 0.
The 0 score indicated a sharp
defense for both teams. The Scot
defense was helped greatly by
Ferrante, junior Reggie Williams
and frosh John Rose and Dick
Noble.
TV

1
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Assists

Harley,

But Harriers Lose

Hiram hadn't scored on a penalty
kick.

The
team lost its
23- first meet to Baldwin-WallacNot
to be discouraged however,
40.
they came back to lose a squeaker
28-2- 7
in an unscheduled meet with
Ashland last Saturday.

This week the Wooster soccer
team played a fast and hard game,
r
losing a
to Ohio
Wesleyan. In front of almost 100
people at Wagner Field, the Wesleyan squad came back strongly in
the last quarter to win,

cross-countr- y

e,

Last Wednesday the Scot Har
riers lost their third meet, 38-2when they journeyed to Hiram
College.
However, the statistics do not
give an accurate picture of our
team. Steve LePage
has finished first in two of the
races and second in one of them.
At Hiram he finished just 33 sec
onds over the course record.
Art Toensmeier has been finish
ing just behind LePage, second in
wo races and third in one. The
Scot harriers lack depth. This is
a direct result of the small interest
by students
aken in
of Wooster.
The next meet is with Musking
um Oct. 25.

heart-breake-

5--

tennis
golf and competitive swimming
teams traveled to Bowling Green
University last Saturday ana
found themselves outclassed in al
the events of the sports day.
The Bowling Green field hockey
team broke a scoreless tie hal
way through the second half of the
contest and added a last minute
goal to defeat the Wooster team 2
to 0. The Lassie hockey squad
will be looking for its first victory
of the season when it travels to
Kent State University on Oct. 28
The Wooster tennis players were
defeated in the one doubles match
which was completed by a score
6-of 6-The Bowling Green
golfers also came out on top al
though the Wooster squad posted
a respectable score.
The brightest spot for the Woos
ter side was the performance o
swim team captain Gerry Walkle
who took first place in both the
50 yard butterfly and the 100 yard
individual medley. This was no
enough, however, and the swim
defea
team was handed a 26-1in its first meet of the year.
1,

3.

3,
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Perry Hicks scored two goals,
assisted both times by Harry
The third goal for Wooster
Ros-se-

ADVANCE HALTED

Frosh

. . .

Jim Webber meets three roadblocks in second quarter play.

y

cross-countr-
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STANDINGS

CONFERENCE
Wooster
Muskingum
Otterbein
Wittenberg
Akron
Capital
Ohio Wesleyan
Oberlin
Mt. Union
Denison

Heidelberg
Hiram
Kenyon
Marietta

W
. 3
3
3
3
3

L
0
0
0
0
1

T
0
0
0
0
0

...2

1

1

2

1

0
0
0
0

1

1

1

2
3

0
...,. 0
0
0
0

3
3

r.

was scored by a Wesleyan man
trying to kick the ball away from
his own goal. Borger was the high

Wesleyan scorer, booting three of
their five goals.

TOMORROW'S GAMES

The soccer team faces a tough
AKRON at WOOSTER
DENISON at MT. UNION
opponent next week as they battle
HEIDELB'RG at MUSKINGUM (N) against Denison on Friday, Oct.
MARIETTA at KENYON
27. It was Denison that handed
OHIO WESLEYAN at OBERLIN
Ohio Wesleyan its only defeat this
OTTERBEIN at HIRAM
WITTENBERG at CAPITAL
season.

1

3

0
0

3

0

Bring Your Parents and Friends

SATURDAY'S RESULTS
AKRON 12, HEIDELBERG 0
CAPITAL 28, KENYON 0
MUSKINGUM 36, MT. UNION 0
OHIO WESLEYAN 29, HIRAM 0
OTTERBEIN 28, OBERLIN 7
WITTENBERG 52, MARIETTA 0
WOOSTER 3, DENISON 0

It

takes good Lumber to build a House;

It

takes good men to build a Team.
Lumber is our middle name.

to the

by Marge Eipper
women s hockey,

to Al

Three Close Meets

Sports GALore
ihe

were credited

Perry Hicks and Pete

Parry. The margin between the
scores would have been larger if

--

then impressively rebounding to
defeat Denison, Ohio Wesleyan
and Heidelberg in succession.
In order to defeat this team,
according to Head Coach Phil
Shipe, the Scots are going to have
to play at the peak of their performance.
Although he indicated that he
was happy with the victory over
Denison, however full of faults it
was, he stressed that only long
and hard hours of preparation and
a determined team can lead to
a Wooster win over Akron.

hard-fightin-

3.

Make Men yours.
OHIO HOTEL COFFEE SHOP
Under the management of

Heat Aktuwi!

Marie Cutright
"The Best for Less!"
Open Saturday and Sunday
6 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Call AN

rJaQstiG&r taisalbai?

(3,

5 p.m. to 8 p.m.
3-20-

45

4.

HAVE PERSONAL FINANCES
GOT YOU BEHIND THE

We have BOTH the easy chair and the listening.
If you have the TIME why not shop our complete
line of Webcor phonographs and tape recorders?

WEBCOR IS BUILT
for

listening!

easy-cha- ir

2

KEENEY'S CAFETERIA
COME TO KEENEY'S!
Bring your DATE,
Bring your FAMILY,
Bring your CAMPUS VISITORS,
For Good Food
at Prices Students Can Afford to Pay
Free Parking Within Walking Distance

MAESTRO
Sit back and

HI--

FI

F0N0GRAF

relax while the automatic
plays mixed 33 ft rpm 10" and 12"
records in any sequence. Also plays other three

Corner Buckeye and Liberty

disk-chang-

er

speeds automatically, and shuts off after last
record. True

and

high-fidelit-

if you

y

only

$49.95

tones.

wanna see the "Mostest

V

Bestest"

in record's,, swing on down to 350 E. Liberty Street

and peek for yourself. And while you're here, meet

Freedlander's

Then get ahead of the game with

... the low cost personal checking account service

that reminds you what you did with what you earned.
Ask us about this helpful banking service.

Wayne County National Dank
Cleveland-Bea-

ll

Office

Opposite the Hospital

"Swingin' Al" (that's an experience In itself!)

MP-

"WHERE MUSIC BEGINS"

WOOSTER
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MORE ON

Ling, Logon Hold

Girls Clubs

VOICE

Friday, October 20, 1961

MORE ON

Operetta Production Class anham, Linda Davis, Susan Dink-lagMargaret Drysdale, Mary nounces that its project for the
Chambers, Carole Clarke, Emily
will be a presentation of The
Clifford, Elizabeth Crooks, Sandra Anne Hartley, Eileen Hassebrock, year
Mikado
by Gilbert and Sullivan,
Fowler, Sarah Holyoke, Emelie Janice Hickey, Joan Kleiber, Cath- a
colorful
and entertaining operSnyder, Nora Spielmann, Shirley
be staged in Scot Auditoretta
to
Wright.
WANTED
ium Friday and Saturday, Jan.
EPSILON KAPPA OMICRON
12 and 13.
WCW, the college radio
a
Rebecca Beard,
(EKO's)
librarrecord
needs
a
station,
Tryouts will be held as follows:
Conroy, Virginia Curtis,
Anyone
in
interested
the
ian.
Monday at 4 p.m. in Merz (Room
Caroline Demoise, Mary Ann
inforE); Tuesday at 7:15 p.m. in
Eberhart, Katherine Ellenberger, job may obtain further
Dr. Merz;
by
contacting
mation
Wednesday at 4 p.m. in
Marian Gelinas, Mary Martin,
Winford Logan at extension
Merz; and Friday at 4 p,m. in
Margaret Merritt, Andrea Migala,
Taylor Hall.
Marcia Miller, Patricia Morley, 392.
RoRosalind Rinehart, Lisbeth
The play affords several fine
man, Katherine Steenrod, Anne erine Long, Sallie McConnell, musical and dramatic roles, as
Mit-ze- l,
Suter, Victoria Waters, Linda Barbara McCracken, Sandra
well as good chorus parts, - all
Anne Retzlaff, Margaret Riley,
White.
waiting to be cast. The show will
KAPPA EPSILON ZETA Linda Seese, Shirley Settles, Judy be done as professionally
as posMargaret Amos, Con- Stivers, Joan Tainsh, Mary Lou sible and with
(KEZ)
orchestra.
an
stance Bartlett, Nancy Bourns, Williams, Martha Zimmerman.
According to Mr. Ling, costumJoanne
PI KAPPA (Peanuts)
Jean Bowman, Barbara Frajola,
will be the most colorful seen
ing
Sharon Gaeth, Ruth Hamilton, Blum, Sandra Bogunia, Susan
Joan Isaly, Margaret Jacobi, Mar-jori- e Brunk, Susan David, Carol Hin-ma- at Wooster in many years.
Katherine Jamison, Elizabeth
Keene, Katherine Kennedy,
Professors Winford Logan and
Marcia Logee, Margaret Lyman, King, Merrydith Lomas, , Lynda Stuart Ling are" hoping that their
Mary Elizabeth McCarrell, Mar- Miner, Jane Painter, Geraldine task of selecting the cast for The
garet Miller, Carroll Noonan, Rahrer, Karen Schell, Ann Taylor, Mikado will be difficult due to
Claudia Robinson, Kathleen Slo-cu- Janice Terry, Susan Toepel, Gref-che- the talent which presents itself
Winkler, Barbara Zabor.
Mary Ann Stewart, Carol
at the tryouts.
ZETA PHI GAMMA (Imps)
Stromberg, Barbara Taylor, Gail
Tozier, Barbara Voskuil, Jane Corine Allen, Edith Anderson,
Welton, Wendia Wiler, Jane Wink- Barbara Baker, Susan Biebel. Marler, Phyllis Witkowski.
garet Blum, Mary Blum, Judith
LAMBDA ALPHA SIGMA Carlson, Mary Dalrymple, Ann
Linda Bauer, Made- Francis, Caroline Heindel, Diana
(Sphinx)
leine Boland, Mary Ann Brady, Pearce, Joyce Reibe, Ada
Watts,
Barbara
Nancy Braund, Cathryn Chase,
Sally
Ann
Cunning
Woodring,
Zimmerman.
Nancy
Cornell,
Judith
(Continued from Page One)

e,

Vir-gini-
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BARBER SHOP
"Lockout is a ridiculous meamany women.
sure. Those wrongs which can be
Public Square
the
who
without
girls
dates
committed after 2:30 a.m. can cer"It's
set up the lockouts," say these tainly be committed before.
Mon. - Sat. 8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
girls. Their argument is partially
"The University Administration
borne out by former Dean of
should grow up and meet the realCLOSED WEDNESDAY
Students William E. Shepard's
ities of the times. The present parcontention that he tried to get wo- ental attitude is long
out of date."
men's living groups to liberalize
their rules, but -- was blocked by
the girls themselves.
"The combination of parent-fearin- g
&
housemothers, college administrators with a mother-comple157 WEST LIBERTY STREET
and amazonian dateless coeds proves an almost insurmountInexpensive Jewelry of Many Colored Semi-Precioable barrier to the necessity for
women in the later stages of adoStones
Custom Made at No Extra Cost
lescence to gain freedom of movement and action from the convenGifts of Ivory, Ceramics, etc.
tions of parents and high school
peer groups.
Many of Oriental Design
"We fear that the embattled
rebel coed and her staunch libertarian male allies have only one
Cardboard
weapon with which to oppose the
legal - political - social - moral
Construction Paper
financial - authoritarian arsenal
possessed by the protectors of
Poster Board
(Continued from Page Two)

Morton's Costume Jewelry

us

--

Magic Markers
Crepe Paper

CITY BOOK STORE

r,

Attention Stragglers:

42

PUBLIC SQUARE

years ago this month

BROS,

BRENNER

THE VOOSTER

was

founded by the late Simon H. Brenner and his two
SUMMER READING

BOOKS

THE TARTAN

brothers, Abe and Samuel. Through these 42 years,

AVAILABLE

STILL

Brenner's is now the largest exclusive store for men

and boys

in

ROOM WILL

INN
OPEN

BE

AFTER ALL

Wayne County.

HOME FOOTBALL GAMES

COLLEGE BOOKSTORE

FROM

The Lowest Prices of the Year

Welcome to All College Students and
Their Parents and Friends

Gifts

x

It's Our

Shu-make-

Dick Morrison

Scots' Forum

'Mikado' Try outs

4:00 to 6:00 P.M.

FOR LIGHT REFRESHMENTS

FROM

SHARK'S

ffgjl

For the Best in Good Eating

CLOTHING

MENS o

Plan a Dinner Party with Your Friends

BOYS

!

RESTAURANT AND COLONIAL ROOM

in

outrtko. cost ofefref sen? veil

No Long Waiting; Seating Capacity to 250 People
Half Block East of the Square Next to the American Hotel

our attractive COLONIAL DINING ROOM
Serving from 6:00 to 8:00 p.m.

HOUSE of RHODES
105 W. Pine St.

Sweater and Skirt

For the

Coordinates

Girl-in-a-Wh-

irl

Shop Hours 9:30 to 5:30
Monday thru Saturday

on Wooster

Evening 7:30 to 9

Monday and Tuesday

College Campus!

Only a Step off the Campus

yfp

vh4'

if'

VOOSTER
THEATER
FRIDAY

(

w

X ;
'" '

"'"

'

'k

m
VISIT THE NEW "PENDLETON

thru TUESDAY

SHOP"

.

.

.

SEE THE NEW

CLASSICS

COLLEGE-BRE- D

.

1,10

.

A

Styled to fit your figure!

DRAKE

. VIRGINIA

GREY

REGINALD

CAOllI0PIftKt. . AUimail

Mf

etRDINNt

InttrniUcMl

K.-.i-

f

"
--

Exciting new

FttUNL'S

v.v.-.--

.

.

w

.J-- k.v.

4

Alter

--

W

..$15.95

'y

' '

'X'r

'

A

'

' '

' ' f'
I

t'
,

'

$14.95

Classic Slipover Sweaters

$ 7.95

Cardigans

$ 9.95

ed

Pendletowner Jackets

$17.95

Terriffic Tunic Pullovers....

$13.95

Knockabout

Topcoats

Custom-loo-

Walking Suits: Coat $29.95
Skirt $15.95

k

,.$45.00
'

Nick Amster's

-y.v.v

mm
L

jf

-v-

v:.v.v

Skirt

Neat Tabmaster Skirt

Full-fashion-

;

ut

i i, ft

nt

WEDNESDAY thru SATURDAY

,

Do-n-

:

a

Priced to fit your budget!

Vera Miles

If

Sta&i

"ALUMNI SHOP"
Roland "Barney" Lehman
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CHARUS
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